
 

 

TEACHING POSITIONS 
 

 

University at Albany, State University of New York, Albany, NY 
Adjunct Lecturer 
For the Writing and Critical Inquiry program, taught critical and creative thinking skills 
through composition of narrative, analysis, and research writing assignments. Focus 
on the relevancy of writing as a mode of inquiry, a process of meaning-making, and a 
social act. Highlighted the universal applicability of writing and rhetorical knowledge 
within an academic setting.   
 
La Tierra Community School, Prescott, AZ 
Classroom Teacher 
Responsible for designing curriculum and teaching all subjects to mixed fifth through 
eighth grade students; focus the writing process and close-reading skills through 
theme-based, collaborative learning; emphasis on individual student responsibilities, 
respect for learning community, and service to others.  
 
Prescott College, Prescott, AZ 
Instructor of English, Adjunct Instructor, Writing Center Tutor                           
As Instructor: responsible for introducing, developing, and maintaining an 
understanding of the value of writing and literature in professional and personal 
contexts; the fundamentals of critical thinking and rhetoric taught through narrative, 
analysis, and argument. As Tutor: in-person and online tutoring with graduate and 
undergraduate level students; helped establish and organize up-and-coming Writing 
Center by synthesizing ideas into practice. 

 
       2015-2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       2013-2015 
 
 
 
 
 

 
        2010-2013 

Ryan Michael Orr 
 
102 Elsmere Avenue, Delmar NY, 12054 | 603-370-8359 |  
rmorr@albany.edu and orr.ryanm@gmail.com  
 
 
EDUCATION 
 

 

New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 
M.F.A  in Creative Writing 
Thesis: “Crows” a collection of seven short stories concerned  
with work, family, narrative, and language in rural New England.    
 

 
2010 

University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 
B.A. in English Language and Literature  
 

 
2005 

AWARDS 
 

 

Graduate teaching assistantship, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 2007-2010 

High Honors, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 
Honor Roll, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 

2007-2010 
2003-2005 
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New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM  
Instructor of Record as Graduate Assistant  
As English department graduate assistant taught composition, rhetoric, business 
writing, writing in the social sciences, and creative writing, prose.   

 
2007-2010 

 
Related Professional Experience  
 
La Sociedad Para Las Artes  
Co-Chair   
Organized and directed visiting writer’s travel, talks and readings; initiated and hosted 
annual charity events; hosted and informed visiting prospective students; managed 
cadre lists as well as other clerical and research duties for program director. 
 

 
 
 
 

        2008-2010 
 

  

Las Cruces Organization for the Literary Arts 
Financial Assistant 
Managed program’s fiscal account by calculating, signing, and distributing award and 
scholarship money to incoming and current students. 
 

 
2008-2010 

 

NMSU Writing Center 
Writing Center Tutor 
Assist student writers one-on-one with the development of academic quality 
writing 

 
 

2007-2008 
 

 

OTHER RELATED EXPERIENCE 
 
 
Prescott College, Prescott, AZ 
Panellist, Life and Letters Conference 
 Consulted as speaker and panellist for a conference addressing literature and writing in academia 
as well as daily life.  

 

COURSES TAUGHT 
 
University at Albany, State University of New York, Albany, NY 
Writing and Critical Inquiry (x6): Critical and creative thinking skills emphasized through process-
based composition instruction. Writing as a mode of inquiry, process of meaning-making, and 
social act.  
 
Prescott College, Prescott, AZ 
Writing Workshop (x7): Composition course based in rhetoric and narrative, emphasis on critical  
analysis and the writing process (classroom and online).   
Literature of Adventure (x2): Literature course focused on adventure story themes and tropes. 
Liberal Arts Seminar; Adventure and The Human Condition (x2): Cross-curricular course during 
which students write and enact their own adventure as well as consider varied interpretations of the 
form (classroom and online).   
Writing Across the Competence; Research Paper Practicum: For upper level students, emphasizing 

an  
organized drafting process to produce scholarly-level work (online).    
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The Psychology of Race (co-taught with historian Mary Poole): Cross-curricular, writing intensive 
history course joining the study of traditional psychology with classic and modern texts about 
race.   
 
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 
Rhetoric and Composition (x2) Introductory composition course emphasizing the analysis of 
ethos, pathos, and logos as the foundation of argumentation; composition of academic style and 
quality writing required 
Writing in the Humanities and Social Sciences (x2): Cross-listed course focused on writing as an 
expression and definition of identity, as well as a cultural marker.    
Business Communication:  Introductory course for business students covering the fundamentals 
of business writing, formatting, clarity, and specificity emphasized.  
Creative Writing, Prose: Creative writing workshop used the short story to model the complexity 
of creative prose in style and narrative.   
Study of creative writing through the classic and modern short story 
 

 


